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Abstract
Flow parameters, turbulence characteristics
and a noise for subsonic and supersonic jets
from different nozzles have been calculated by
high resolution RANS/ILES-method. The
influence of chevrons (nozzles SMC001,
SMC006) for subsonic cold jet with acoustic
Mach 0.9 was considered. The effect of
chevrons increases with increase their
penetration. Chevrons reduce the noise at low
and increase the noise at high frequencies. An
influence of total temperature at the inlet of
biconical nozzle for off-design supersonic jet
with NPR=4.0 was studied. It is found that the
temperature increase leads to a decrease in the
length of a jet initial part due to more rapid
closing of the jet mixing layers. Moreover, static
pressure fluctuations in the mixing layer and
noise in the jet near field are increased with jet
temperature increase. A good agreement with
the experimental data of other authors was
obtained.
1 Introduction
The jet noise is one of the most
important characteristics of the aircraft. Much
effort is directed to study of ways to reduce it
for example a study of microjet injection into
mixed layer [1-3], a study of chevron geometry
[4-6] and other. Experimental investigations of
jet flows are complicated and usually difficult to
get the whole range of flow characteristics in a
single experiment. Therefore much effort [3, 712] is devoted to creation and perfection of

calculation methods of jet flow and noise. The
simulation together with experiment can give
more information for understanding the
processes of noise generation and methods to
reduce the jet noise.
There is the example [3] of subsonic jet
noise calculating for model nozzle up to St=10
on the structured grid containing 23×106 cells.
Additionally the microjet noise reduction was
studied in work [3]. The noise of a supersonic
jet from a chevron nozzle was predicted in [7].
All of these examples are based on LESmethods that show those methods are promising
for calculating noise of turbulent jets. The main
constraint is the computing power. For example,
for calculating the jet flow together with the
nozzle flow, it is necessary to resolve the
boundary layer at the nozzle walls, which can be
expensive for realistic Reynolds numbers.
Estimations made in [9] talking about grid
contained 40×109 cells. There are example [10]
of calculation on grids of 400×106 cells.
Calculations on this grid are quite expensive
However, even parameters of turbulence near
the nozzle edge significantly differ from the
experimental data for these calculations.
An alternative approach is to use a
hybrid RANS/LES–methods [12, 13], where the
flow near the walls is calculated using RANS
and turbulence models, and the core flow is
calculated by LES method. An additional
increase in the method efficiency is achieved
with applying high-resolution schemes for the
calculation of flow parameters on cell faces
[13]. This approach allows the use of much
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coarser grid for the calculations and provides a
good agreement with experiment [13, 14] even
at high Reynolds numbers.
The purpose of this work is calculating
flow parameters, turbulence characteristics and
noise for subsonic and supersonic jets.
Moreover, the effect of chevron for the subsonic
jet noise and the effect of temperature on flow
and noise in near field of supersonic jet was
studied.
2 Numerical method
The method is based on Navier-Stokes
equations describing the flow of a compressible
gas. The transport equation for turbulence
model is written in conservative form for
curvilinear coordinate system. The grid lines
coincide with the boundaries of computational
domain, the nozzle surface and the flat plate.
Hybrid RANS/ILES–method is used to solve
equations. The RANS method is used near walls
and ILES is used in the rest of the
computational domain. The scheme viscosity
performs a function of a subgrid scale (SGS)
model. The Roe method was applied to
calculate non-viscous flux on cell faces. The
high resolution of this method is provided by
using a monotone difference scheme MP9 [15]
with upwind 9th-order approximation to
calculate flow parameters on cell faces. This
approach has been successfully used in [16].
Diffusion fluxes are calculated on cell faces
with second-order approximation by central
differences. The time discretization is made
with second order by implicit scheme and with
integration by double- time method. The
Spalart–Allmarasa turbulence model [17] is
used in RANS region. The WENO–5 scheme
[15] is used to calculate convective flows on
cell faces in the difference analog of turbulence
model equation. In LES region, the Spalart–
Allmarasa turbulence model is modified so that
the turbulent viscosity is equated to zero. This is
achieved by changing the distance dissipative
term of turbulence model equation. The
modified distance ̃ is calculated by the
formula:

̃

{

,

where d – the distance from the wall to the cell
center,
– the maximum size of the cell,
=0.65 and
– characteristic dimension
of the simulation.
This method has worked well in the
calculation of sub- and supersonic jets from
nozzles of different configurations [13, 14].
Noise calculations in far-field were
performed using the aeroacoustic integrals
(method FWH). Usually «retarded time stepping
method» is used to calculate a noise from a
Kirchhoff surface. However this method
requires storing very large amounts of data. In
this work «forward time stepping method» [11]
was used. This is an alternative, more costeffective and easy to implement method. The jet
noise was calculated by averaging over outflow
disks. This method proposed Shur et al. [8].
3 Simulations parameters
Calculations of subsonic jets were
carried out on structured grids containing (2.8–
3.1)×106 cells. Computational domain for
subsonic jet from SMC000 nozzle is shown in
Fig. 1a. The minimal longitudinal cell size and
radial cell size near the nozzle edge are shown
in Table 1. The grid contains 72 cells in the
azimuthal direction. The number of grid cells
for supersonic jets (Fig. 1b) is 4.5×106 and 72
cells are used in the azimuthal direction.
Table 1. Parameters of computational grids.
D e,
Longitudinal
Radial cell
mm
cell size,
size, Δr/De
Δx/De
SMC000
50.8
0.016
0.0011
SMC001
52.8
0.016
0.0033
SMC006
47.7
0.017
0.0016
C-D
7.27
0.022
0.0038
Nozzle

Color-coded boundary conditions could
be seen in Fig. 1: green – wall function/no-slip
wall, red – the entrance to the nozzle, given the
total pressure and temperature and the angle of
the velocity vector. Orange – outlet boundary
condition (parameters extrapolation). The
computational grid step to the boundary of the
computational domain increases to exclude
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a)

b)

Fig. 1. Longitudinal section of computational grid: a) for SMC000, b) for C-D nozzle.

reflections from the outlet boundary. Blue – the
far field asymptotic of the jet [18].
The conical nozzle geometry SMC000
and chevron nozzles geometry with penetration
5° SMC001 and 18.2° SMC006 close to the
geometry described in [6]. The geometry of
supersonic C-D nozzle is described in [19]. The
geometry of studied nozzles is shown in Fig. 2.
The pressure and temperature in the
ambient space are Pamb=1×105 Pa and
Tamb=300K. Nozzle walls were considered as an
adiabatic wall. Dimensionless time step and
other simulation parameters are shown in Table
2, where NPR – nozzle pressure ratio, T0in –

flow total temperature at the nozzle inlet and Re
– Reynolds number calculated for parameters at
the nozzle exit.
Nozzle
SMC000
SMC001
SMC006
C-D
C-D

Tin,
K
300
300
600

Table 2. Simulation parameters.
Mj
Uj, Re×
m/s 10-6
0.016
1.86 0.98 313 1.2 0.015
0.017
444 2.4 0.011
4.0
1.56
629 1.5 0.016

NPR

4 Simulations results
4.1 Subsonic jets

a)

b)

c)
d)
Fig. 2. Nozzles geometry: a) SMC000 b) SMC001, c)
SMC006, d) С-D.

The following are calculations of cold
subsonic jet with acoustic Mach number of 0.9
from nozzles SMC000, SMC001 and SMC006.
Fig. 3 shows isosurfaces of Q parameter
Q=0.5((SijSij)0.5-(ΩijΩij)0.5) where Sij and Ωij are
strain rate tensor and the vorticity. The small
areal of the mixing layer with toroidal vortices
regular structure is observed for the jet from the
conical nozzle near the nozzle exit. This is
caused by “numerical transition”. However,
vortices are quickly destroyed and the flow
becomes disordered – turbulent. There are
compression of the mixing layer at the cut of
chevron edge and expanding in the cut between
chevrons. The effect of chevron increases with
3
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increasing chevron penetration. This is clearly
seen in Fig. 4, which shows the contours of
instantaneous static temperature. Moreover the
mixing layer in the case of the nozzle SMC006
expanding faster than in the case of the nozzle
SMC000 and SMC001. The consequence is the
reduction of initial part of the jet from nozzle
SMC006 on 1.5-2De in comparison with the jet
from conical nozzle while the use of the nozzle
SMC001 is not leading to significant changes. It
corresponds to the experimental data [6] and
[20] (Fig. 5).

a)

b)

Fig. 3 Isosurfaces of Q parameter for jets from nozzles
SMC000, SMC001 and SMC006 colored in
longitudinal velocity.

c)
Fig. 4 Contours of instantaneous static temperature: a)
SMC000, b) SMC001, c) SMC006.
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Fig. 6 shows the pulsations of the
longitudinal velocity in the mixing layer for the
jet from the conical nozzle with the
experimental data [21] and the maximum
pulsations of longitudinal velocity for chevron
nozzles with experimental data [12]. Seen that
the magnitude of pulsations at small distance
from the nozzle for jets from chevron nozzles is

Fig. 5. Distributions of averaged longitudinal velocity
along the jet axis.

greater than one for conical nozzle. This leads to
the increase of the mixing layer thickness,
which in turn reduces the pulsations of the
longitudinal velocity at increasing distance from
the nozzle. The maximum of longitudinal
velocity publications along the jet axis for the
jet from the SMC006 nozzle is less than ~20%
compared with one for the jet from the conical
nozzle (Fig. 7). In additions, experimental data
[22] for the jet from conical nozzle and one [12]
for jets from chevron nozzles are shown in Fig.
7. The greatest effect is achieved by using the
SMC006 nozzle. It can be seen on the
distribution of the longitudinal velocity
fluctuations, averaged longitudinal velocity and
contours of instantaneous static temperature.
The noise of subsonic jets was calculated
at distance R/De=50 from the nozzle exit. The
observation angle Θ is measured from the
positive direction of the X-axis.
Fig. 8 shows the results of calculating
the overall sound pressure level. The use of
chevrons reduces noise at observation angles
below 30 ° and increases at higher observation
angles. It can also be seen in Fig. 9, which
shows the OASPL difference of jets from
chevron nozzle and jet from conical nozzle. The
reasons for such dependence are seen on the
1/3-octave spectra for angles 30° (Fig. 10) and

Fig 6. Distributions of longitudinal velocity
fluctuation at the mixing layer for the jet from
SMC000 nozzle and the maximum pulsations of
longitudinal velocity for chevron SMC001 and
SMC006 nozzles.
Fig. 8. Overall sound pressure level of jets noise at the
far field.

Fig. 7. Distributions of longitudinal velocity
fluctuation along the jet axis.

Fig. 9. OASPL difference of jets from chevron nozzle
and jet from conical nozzle.
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90° (Fig. 11). The use of chevrons reduces peak
noise at frequencies St = 0.2 to 4dB for the jet
from the nozzle SMC006 at observation angle
of 30°. The slight decrease in noise at low
frequencies St <0.6 and the increase to 5 dB
(SMC006) noise at high frequencies St> 1 are
observed at angle of 90°.
In additions in Fig. 8-11 shows the
experimental data from [6]. OASPL (Fig. 8) is
well agreement with the experimental data
within 0.5-1.5dB for observation angles of 30° –
130°. Spectrum of jets from conical and
SMC001 nozzles correspond to experiments
within 0.5 to 2.5 dB at St=0.06-4 (Fig. 10-11)
and for chevron SMC006 nozzle within 0.5-2dB
at St=0.06-10
Fig. 12. Isosurfaces of Q parameter for cold (top) and
hot (bottom) jets.

Fig. 10. 1/3-octave noise spectra of jets for observation
angle of 30°.

Fig. 11. 1/3-octave noise spectra of jets for observation
angle of 90°.

4.2 Supersonic jets
The following are the results of
calculations
off-design
supersonic
cold
Tin=300K and hot Tin = 600K jets from the C-D
nozzle at NPR = 4.0.
Fig. 12 shows isosurfaces of Q
parameter. The flow near the nozzle exit has the
regular structure and it becomes turbulent at
approximately 1De from nozzle exit.
|
| .
Fig. 13 shows the field of
It can be seen that the hot jet has a larger angle
of the mixing layer expansion than the cold jet.

The system of shocks and Mach disk at the jet
axis was resolved. The greater angle extension
of the mixing layer in the hot jet leads to a
decrease in the length of the jet initial part (Fig.
14). This is due to increased levels of pulsations
in the mixing layer of hot jet (Fig. 15). There is
a "numerical transition" for both jets at X/De≈1,
which leads to overestimation of the
longitudinal velocity fluctuations. Additionally
Fig. 14 demonstrates the results of calculations
[19], where the calculations were performed
using the ILES, based on the solution of the
Euler equations. The grid in [19] containing
66×106 tetrahedral cells. The boundary layer in
the calculations [19] in the nozzle was missing,
so the evolution of the mixing layer along the jet
is different from that which was observed in
calculating the present RANS/ILES-method.

Fig. 13. The field of

|

| for cold and hot jets.
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Fig. 14 illustrates this at the distribution of the
averaged longitudinal velocity by the slightly
different shocks structure. Fig. 15 also shows
the data of the experiment [21], which studied
the jet of the Laval nozzle at NPR = 3.05.
The static pressure fluctuations in the
mixing layer (Fig 16) were obtained in the
calculations. The level of fluctuations in the hot
jet higher than one in cold jet approximately by
20% at X/De=2–8 and close to pulsations in cold
jet at X/De>10. Additionally, in Fig. 16 shows
the experimental data for subsonic jet [23].

Fig. 14. Distributions of the averaged longitudinal
velocity along jet axis.

Fig. 17 shows the distributions of
OASPL in the near field of jets at the line at
angle of 9.5° to the positive direction of the Xaxis, and starting from the point (0, 2De). It can
be seen that the hot jet has a maximum noise
level at X/De=5. The noise of the hot jet by 5-7
dB higher than one for cold jet at X/De>2, and it
decreases monotonically for X/De>10. It may be
noted that the increasing noise in near field for
hot jet in comparison with cold jet are observed
against the increasing of static pressure
fluctuations in the mixing layer. Fig. 17 also
shows the experimental data of noise from cold
supersonic jet [24]. This calculation is in
satisfactory agreement with experimental data.

Fig. 17. Distributions of supersonic jet noise OASPL in
near field.

5 Conclusions

Fig. 15. The distribution of the longitudinal velocity
fluctuations at the lip line.

Fig. 16. The distribution of the static pressure fluctuations
at the lip line.

Overall, the results indicate that the
presented high resolution RANS/ILES-method
on grids contains (2.8–4.5)×106 cells allows to
get a good accuracy of the calculation of the
averaged flow parameters, turbulence and
acoustic characteristics for subsonic and
supersonic jets from nozzles of various types.
It was found that the effect of chevrons
is proportional to the chevron penetration. Using
chevrons intensifies the mixing of the jet and
reduces the length of the jet initial part. The
length of the initial part of the jet from SMC006
nozzle is decreased by 1.5-2De in comparison
with the jet from conical nozzle SMC000. The
use of chevrons reduces low-frequency noise
and increases noise at high frequencies. So
reduction of low frequency noise on the
observation angle of 30° was 4dB and the gain
of high frequency noise by up to 5 dB for the
observation angle of 90° for the jet from
SMC006 nozzle.
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The effect of temperature on flow
parameters and turbulence was studied for
supersonic jets. It has been established that the
increase in jet temperature leads to an increase
in pulsations of the longitudinal velocity in the
mixing layer, the increase of the expansion
angle of the mixing layer and the decrease in the
length of the jet initial part. Increasing the jet
total temperature with 300K to 600K increases
static pressure fluctuation in the mixing layer
and increases the overall noise level in the near
field of the jet by 5-7dB at X/De> 2.
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